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	Souls under Siege: Stories of War, Plague, and Confession in Fourteenth-Century Provence, 9781501753664 (1501753665), Cornell University Library, 2021

	
		In Souls under Siege, Nicole Archambeau explores how the inhabitants of southern France made sense of the ravages of successive waves of plague, the depredations of mercenary warfare, and the violence of royal succession during the fourteenth century. Many people, she finds, understood both plague and war as the symptoms of spiritual sicknesses caused by excessive sin, and they sought cures in confession.

	
		Archambeau draws on a rich evidentiary base of sixty-eight narrative testimonials from the canonization inquest for Countess Delphine de Puimichel, which was held in the market town of Apt in 1363. Each witness in the proceedings had lived through the outbreaks of plague in 1348 and 1361, as well as the violence inflicted by mercenaries unemployed during truces in the Hundred Years' War. Consequently, their testimonies unexpectedly reveal the importance of faith and the role of affect in the healing of body and soul alike.

	
		Faced with an unprecedented cascade of crises, the inhabitants of Provence relied on saints and healers, their worldview connecting earthly disease and disaster to the struggle for their eternal souls. Souls under Siege illustrates how medieval people approached sickness and uncertainty by using a variety of remedies, making clear that "healing" had multiple overlapping meanings in this historical moment.
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Intertwingled: Information Changes EverythingSemantic Studios, 2014

	This is a book about everything. Or, to be precise, it explores how everything is connected from code to culture. We think we're designing software, services, and experiences, but we're not. We are intervening in ecosystems. Until we open our minds, we will forever repeat our mistakes. In this spirited tour of information architecture...


		

InDesign CS4 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
InDesign is the preferred graphic design software, and InDesign CS4 is loaded with cool new desktop publishing features. InDesign CS4 For Dummies shows you how to use every one!
    Whether you’re an experienced designer or just want to create a cool newsletter for the school soccer team, you’ll benefit from Galen...


		

Configuration Management Best Practices: Practical Methods that Work in the Real WorldAddison Wesley, 2010

	Successfully Implement High-Value Configuration Management Processes in Any Development Environment


	 


	As IT systems have grown increasingly complex and mission-critical, effective configuration management (CM) has become critical to an...





	

Special Functions & Their ApplicationsDover Publications, 1972
Translated by Richard Silverman. Famous Russian work covers basic theory of the more important special functions and their application to specific problems of physics and engineering. Most space devoted to application of cylinder functions and spherical harmonics. Also treated: gamma function, probability integral and related functions, Airy...

		

Anxiety Management in Adult Day Surgery: A Nursing PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	The book is the first of its kind to specifically outline the psycho-educational nursing interventions required by the anxious, adult patient undergoing elective, ambulatory surgery. Anxiety management is a considerable issue for the majority of surgical patients and has been recognised as such for many decades. However, no formal nursing...


		

Printed Circuits Handbook (McGraw Hill Handbooks)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The World's #1 Guide to Printed Circuit Boards_Now Completely Updated with the Latest Information on Lead-Free Manufacturing!


The best reference in the field for over 30 years, the Printed Circuits Handbook equips you with definitive coverage of every facet of printed circuit assemblies_from...
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